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JAMFS AND THE GIANT PEACH

AUNT SPONGE. Why don't we just lower the boy down the well ·
in a bucket and leave Wm there for the night? That ought to
teach Wm not to laze around like this the whole day long.
AUNT SPIKER. That's a very good idea, my dear Sponge. But
let's make Wm finish chopping up the wood first. Be off with
you at .once, you hideous brat, and do some work! (JAMES
slowly and sadly gets up, goes back to the woodpile and begins
to chop again.)
AUNT SPIKER. Sponge! Sponge! Come here at once and look
at this!
AUNT SPONGE. At what?
AUNT SPIKER. A peach! Right up there on the highest branch!
Can't you see it?
AUNT SPONGE. You're teasing me, Spiker. You're making my
mouth water on purpose when there's nothing to put into it.
Why, that tree's never even had a blossom on it, let alone a
peach.
AUNT SPIKER. There's one on it now, Sponge! You look for
yourself!
AUNT SPONGE. Very funny . . . Ha, ha . . . Good gracious
me! There really isa peach up there! (ALL freeze.)
NARRATOR (turning to the audience). Now, it's at this point in
,___-- our story that James feels that something peculiar is about to
happen at any moment. (He turns to watch the· action as ALL
unfreeze.)
AUNT SPONGE. Hey, you! (She looks at JAMES.) Come over
here at once and climb this tree! I want you to pick that peach
up there on the highest branch. Can you see it? (She pauses.)
JAMES. Yes, Auntie Sponge, I can see it.
AUNT SPONGE. And don't you dare to eat any of it yourself.
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Your Aunt Spiker and I are going to have it between us right
here and now, half each. Get on with you! Up you go!
AUNT SPIKER. Stop/ Hold everything! Look! Look, Sponge,
look!
AUNT SPONGE. What's the matter with you?
AUNT SPIKER. It's growing! It's getting bigger and bigger!
AUNT SPONGE. What is?
AUNT SPIKER. The peach, of course!
AUNT SPONGE. But, my dear Spiker, that's perfectly ridiculous. That's impossible. That's . . . that's . . . that's . .
No . . . No . . . that can't be right . . . No . . . Yes . . .
Great Scott! The thing really is growing!
AUNT SPIKER. Great Caesar's ghost! I can actually see the
thing bulging and swelling before my very eyes! (ALL stare as
the peach grows by increasing the size of the spotlight on the
curtain.)
AUNT SPONGE. Will it ever stop growing?
AUNT SPIKER. Get away from that tree trunk, you stupid boy!
The slightest shake and it will fall off and break.
AUNT SPONGE. Stand back! The branch is bending right
down. I can't believe it, but the branch isn't breaking!
AUNT SPIKER. Hallelujah! What a peach!
AUNT SPONGE. Terrifico! Magnifico! Splendifico! And what
a meal! (The two AUNTS inspect the peach.) It's ripe! ·It's
just perfect! No:w, see here, Spiker. Why don't we go and get
us a shovel right away and dig out a great big hunk of it for you
and me to eat?
AUNT SPIKER. No, not yet.
·AUNT SPONGE. But I can't wait to eat some!
AUNT SPIKER. My dear Sponge, there's a pile of money to be
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a lot of legs.
CENTIPEDE. Poor Earthworm. (He whispers ln James' ear.)
He's bllnd, you know. He can't see how splendid I look.
EARTHWORM. In my opinion, the really marvelous thlng is to
have no legs at all and to be able to walk jµst the same.
CENTIPEDE. You call that walking! You're a slitherer, that's all
you are! You just slither along.
EARTHWORM. !glide.
CENTIPEDE. You are a slimy beast.
EARTHWORM. I am not a slimy beast. I am a useful and much·
loved creature. Ask any gardener you like. And as for you . • .
CENTIPEDE. I am a pest! (He grlns proudly and looks around
the room for approval.)
LADYBUG. He is so proud of that, though for the life of me I
cannot understand why. Oh . . . please excuse me . . . my
name is Ladybug.
JAMES. Pleased to meet CENTIPEDE. I am the only pest Jn this room! Unless you count
Old-Green-Grasshopper over there. But he is too old to be a
pest any more.
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER (ignorlng CENTIPEDE). Young
fellow, I am Grasshopper, who is rather old, but not a pest. I
am a musician.
SPIDER. Well sald, Old-Green-Grasshopper! In case you haven't
guessed by now, my name is Spider!
CENTIPEDE. James! Your name is James, isn't it?
JAMES. Yes.
CENTIPEDE. Well; James, have you ever ln your life seen such a
marvelous, colossal centipede as me?
JAMES. I certalnly haven't! How on earth did you get to be like
that?
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CENTIPEDE. Very peculiar. Very, very peculiar indeed. I was
messlng about Jn the garden under the old peach tree and suddenly
a funny little green thlng came wriggling past my nose .
JAMES. Oh, but I know what that was!
LADYBUG. It happened to me, too!
SPIDER. And me! Suddenly .there were little green things everywhere. The soil was full of them!
EARTHWORM. I actually swallowed one!
LADYBUG. So did I!
CENTIPEDE. I swallowed three! But who's telllng this story anyway? Don't lnterruptl
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. Not now, Centipede! Why don't
you get to the top and get started! (CENTIPEDE waddles toward
the top of the peach.)
JAMES. What's going on?
SPIDER. In case you don't know it, we are about to depart from
the top of this ghastly hill that we've all been living on for so long.
We are about to roll away lnslde this gi:eat big beautiful Peach to a
land of . . . of . . . of . . . of . . . to a land of JAMES. Ofwhat?
LADYBUG. Never you mind! But nothing could be worse than
this desolate hilltop and those two repulsive aunts of yours . . .
ALL. Hear, hear! Hear, hear!
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. You may not have noticed it, but
the whole garden, even before it reaches the steep edge of the hill,
happens to be on a steep slope. And therefore the only thing that
has been stopping this Peach from rolling away right from the beginning ls the thick stem attaching it to the tree. Break the stem
and off we go!
CENTIPEDE. I've done it! We're off! The journey begins!
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EARTHWORM. And who knows where it will end, if you have anything to do with it. It can only mean trouble.
LADYBUG. Nonsense! We are now about to visit the most marvelous places and see the most wonderful things. Isn't that so,
Centipede?
CENTIPEDE. There is no knowing what we shall see!
We may see a creature with forty-nine heads
Who lives in the desolate snow,
And whenever he catches a cold (which he dreads)
He has forty-nine noses· to blow.
We may see a dragon and nobody knows
That we won't see· a unicorn there.
We may see a terrible monster with toes
Growing ·out of the tufts of his hair.
We may see the sweet little Biddy-Bright Hen
So playful, so kind, and well-bred;
And such beautiful eggs! You just boil them and then
They explode and they blow off your head.
But who cares! Let us go from this horrible hill!
Let us roll! Let us bowl! Let us plunge!
Let's go rolling and bowling and spinning until
We're away from old Spiker and Sponge!
(The lights go down and the curtain closes.)
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SCENE THREE
The AUNTS stand outside of the curtain waiting for the people to
come so that they can make more money. The peach light is on.
AUNT SPONGE. Why did we have to get up so early, Spiker?
Why . . . it's still dark outside,
AUNT SPIKER. Weil . . . if an early bird catches the worm, then
two early aunts will catch the suckers . . . ha . . . ha . . . ha . . .
AUNT SPONGE. Ha . . . ha . . . ha . . . that's funny . . .
Ha . . . ha . . . (She pauses.) I . . . don't . . . get it,
Spiker! What do you mean?
AUNT SPIKER. Money! We're out here to make money, Sponge!
Get it? Make money! M-o-n-e-:)'! We shall make a fortune today.
Just look at all those people coming up the hill!
AUNT SPONGE.. I wonder what became of that horrid little boy of
ours last night? He never did come back in, did he?
AUNT SPIKER. He probably fell down in the dark and broke his
leg.
AUNT SPONGE (hopefully). Or his neck, maybe?
AUNT SPIKER. Just wait till I get my hands on him. (She waves
·her cane.) He'll never want to stay out all night again by the time
I've finished with him. Good gracious me! What's that awful
noise?
AUNT SPONGE. Spiker, lknow this sounds silly, but I . . . it.
looks as if the fence is breaking . . . and . . . the Peach is .
the Peach is . . .
AUNT SPIKER. Are you ill, Sponge? Are you? Are you? You
must be . . . (SPIKER notices the Peach moving towards them.)
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GORGEOUS ROAST
OF DRAGON'S FLESH, WELL HUNG, NOT FRESHIT COSTS A POUND AT MOST
(AND COMES TO YOU IN BARRELS IF YOU ORDER IT
BY POST.)
FOR DINNER ON MY BIRTHDAY SHAIL I TELL YOU
WHAT I CHOSE:
HOT NOODLES MADE FROM POODLES ON A SLICE OF
GARDEN HOSE AND A RATHER SMELLY JELLY
MADE OF ARMADILLO'S TOES.
(THE JELLY IS DELICIOUS, BUT YOU HAVE TO HOLD
YOUR NOSE.)

I
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I

NOW COMES, I DO DECLARE, THE BURDEN OF MY
SPEECH:
THESE FOODS ARE RARE BEYOND COMPARE - SOME
ARE RIGHT OUT OF REACH;
BUT THERE'S NO DOUBT I'D GO WITHOUT
A MILLION PLATES OF EACH
FOR ONE SMALL MITE,
ONE TINY BITE
OF THIS FANTASTIC PEACHI
ALL (except EARTHWORM). Hurray! Beautiful, Centipede!
Hurray!
CENTIPEDE, Look! Look at that funny thin black thing gliding
tluough the water over there!
SPIDER. There are two of them.
LADYBUG. There are lots of them.
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EARTHWORM (worriedly). What are they?
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. Probably some kind of fish,
come along to say hello,
EARTHWORM. They're sharks! I'll bet you anything you like
that they're sharks and they have come along to eat us up!
CENTIPEDE (unconvincingly). What absolute rot!
EARTHWORM. I am positive they are sharks! I just know they
are sharks! (ALL are worried and look down at the approach·
ing sharks.)
CENTIPEDE. Ahem, Just assuming that they are sharks, there
still can't possibly be any danger if we stay up here . . . is
there?
GLOWWORM. Look! They're all swbnming in towards us!
ALL. Go away! Go away, you filthy beasts!
GLOWWORM. Look at the size of their jaws?
SPIDER. Oh dear, they're attacking! We are finished now! They
will eat up the whole Peach and then there'll be nothing left for
us to stand on. Then they'll start on us!
LADYBUG. She ls right! We are lost forever!
EARTHWORM (wailing). Oh, I don't want to be eaten! But
they will take me first of all because I am so fat and juicy and I
have no bones!
LADYBUG. Is there nothing we can do? (She appeals to
JAMES.) Surely you can think of a way out of this! (ALL
look hopefully.at JAMES.)
SPIDER. Think! (She is frantic.) Think, James, think!
CENTIPEDE. Come on! Come on, James. There must be some·
thing we can do!
JAMES.· There is something that I believe we might try. I'm not
saying it'll work . . ..
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EARTHWORM. Tell us! Tell us quickly!
CENTIPEDE. We'll try anything you say! But hurry, hurry,
hurry!
LADYBUG. Be quiet and let the boy speak! Go on, James!
ALL(exceptJAMES). Goon! Goon!
JAMES. I . . . I . . . I'm afraid it's no good . . . after all .
(He shakes his head.) I'm terribly sorry. I forgot. We don't
have any string. We'd need hundreds of yards of string to make
this work.
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. But, my dear boy, that's exactly
what we do have. We've got all you want.
JAMES. How? Where?
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. The Silkworm! Didn't you ever
notice the Silkworm? He's still downstairs!
LADYBUG. Yes, he never moves! He just lies there sleeping all
day long, but we can easily wake him up and make him spin!
SPIDER. And -what about me, may I ask? I can spin just as well
as any Silkworm. What's more, I can spin patterns.
JAMES. Can you make enough between you?
SPIDER. As much as you want,
JAMES. And quickly'?
SPIDER. Of course! Of course!
JAMES. And would it be strong?
SPIDER. The strongest there is!
CENTIPEDE. But why? What are you going to do!
JAMES. I'm going to lift this Peach clear out of the water!
EARTHWORM. You're mad!
JAMES. It's our only chance.
LADYBUG. Go on, James. How are you going to do it?
CENTIPEDE Ueeringly). Skyhooks, I suppose.
JAMES. Seagulls! The place ls full of them. Look up there! (He
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points towards the sky.) I'm going to take a long silk string and
I'm going to loop one end of it around· a seagull's neck. And
then I'm going to tie the other end to the stem of the Peach.
(He points to the Peach stem, which ls standing up like a short
thick mast in the middle of the stage.) Then I'm going to get
another seagull and do the same thing again, then another and
anotherALL (except JAMES). Ridiculous! Poppycock! Absurd! Balderdash! Madness!
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. How can a few seagulls lift an
enormous thing like this up into the air and all of us as well?
JAMES. There is no shortage of seagulls. Look for yourself.
We'll probably need four hundred, five hundred . . . maybe
even a thousand . . . I don't know . . . I shall simply go on
hooking them up to the stem until we have enough to lift us.
It's like balloons. You give someone enough balloons to hold, I
mean really enough, then up he goes. And a seagull has far
more lifting power than a balloon. If only we have the time to
do it.
EARTHWORM. You're absolutely off your head! How on earth
do you propose to get a loop of string around a seagull's neck?
I suppose you're going to fly up there yourself and catch it!
CENTIPEDE. The boy's dotty!
LADYBUG. Let him finish! Go on James. How would you do
it?
JAMES. With bait!
GLOWWORM. Bait! What sort of bait?
JAMES. With a worm, of course. Seagulls love worms, didn't
you know that? And luckily for us,. we have here the biggest,
fattest, juiciest Earthworm . . .
EARTHWORM. You can stop right there!
ALL (except EARTHWORM and JAMES). Go on! Go on!
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LADYBUG. You were very brave, Earthworm.
CENTIPEDE. Good-bye, sharks!
SPIDER. Oh, boy, this is the way to travel!
LADYBUG. Why, you can ahnost see forever from up here.
CENTIPEDE. How can you.see . . .
JAMES. Oh, look! There's a ship below us!
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. It looks like a big one.
LADYBUG. It's got three funnels.
CENTIPEDE. You can even see the people on the decks.
SPIDER. Let's wave to them. Do you think they can see us?
(While waving, ALL freeze while 'the NARRATOR turns to the
audience and speaks about the ship. The PEOPLE on the ship
enter the floor in front of the stage and freeze until the NAR·
RATOR finishes.)

fa

I
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,.

1:

owl//
NARRATOR. What an adventure!/can you believe it?
Now neither James nor any of the others know it, but the ship
that is passing beneath them is·actually the Queen Mary, sailing
out of the English Channel on her way to America/And on the
.bridge of the Queen Mary, the astonished Captain is standing
with a group of his officers, all of them gaping at the great
round ball hovering overhead. (He turns to watch the action as
ALL unfreeze.)
CAPTAIN. I don't like it!
FIRST OFFICER. Nor do I, sir.
SECOND OFFICER. Do you think it'~ following us?
CAPTAIN. I tell you, I don't like it!
FIRST OFFICER. It could be dangerous!
CAPTAIN. That's it! It's a secret weapon! .(He jumps up and
down.) Holy cats! Send a message to the queen at once!
The country must be warned! And give me my telescope!
The FIRST OFFICER hands him the telescope and he looks
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through it.) There are birds everywhere! The whole sky is te·em.
ing. with birds! What in the world are they doing? And wfilt!
Wait a ·second! There are people on it! I can see them moving!
There's a . . . a . . . do I have this darned thing focused properly? (He hits and adjusts the telescope.) It looks like a little boy in short trousers! Yes, I can distinctly see a little boy in
short trousers standing up there! And there's a .
there's . . . a . . . a . . . a . . . a sort of giant ladybug!
FIRST OFFICER. Now just aminute,.Oaptainl
CAPTAIN. And a colossal green grasshopper!
FIRST OFFICER. Captain! Captain, please!
CAPTAIN. And a mammoth spider!
SECOND OFFICER (whispering to the FIRST OFFICER). Oh
dear, he's been at the whisky again.
CAPTAIN (screaming). And an enormous . . . a simply enor-

mous centipede!
FIRST OFFICER. Call the ship's doctor! The Captain ls not
well. (To the SECOND OFFICER.) Get help, quickly!
SECOND OFFICER. But, look! It's disappeared into those thick
clouds! Now we'll never see it again!
FIRST OFFICER. Never mind that! The Captain has flipped his
lid! He's popped his cork! I'm the Captain now! Get him off
the bridge! Take him below! He's sick! Sick! Sick! Sick!
(The lights go out and the CREW exits.)

SCENE SIX
The Peach spotlight is on and everything seems fine as ALL float
through the sky.
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CENTIPEDE (grinning). With pleasure. (He sings.)
AUNT SPIKER WAS THfN AS A WIRE,
AND AS DRY AS A BONE, ONLY DRIER.
SHE WAS SO LONG AND THIN
IF YOU CARRIED HER IN
YOU COULD USE HER FOR POKING THE FIRE!
"I MUST DO SOMETHING QUICKLY," SHE FROWNED.
"I WANT FAT; IWANTPOUNDUPONPOUND!
I MUST EA'.f LOTS AND LOTS
OF MARSHMALLOWS AND CHOCS
'TILL I START BULGING OUT ALL AROUND."
"AH, YES," SHE ANNOUNCED, "I HAVE SWORN
THAT I'LL ALTER MY FIGURE BY DAWN!"
CRIED THE PEACH WITH A SNIGGER,
"I'LL ALTER YOUR FIGURE - "
AND IRONED HER OUT ON THE LAWN!
(ALL clap and shout glad cheers.)
LADYBUG. Bbbbrrrr . . . It's getting colder.
SPIDER. And darker. Why don't we all go down below and keep
warm until tomorrow morning?
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. No! I think that would be very
unwise. It will be safer if we all stay up here through the night
and keep watch. Then, if anything happens, we shall be ready

"·'I
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for it. (ALL FREEZE.)
NARRATOR (turriing to the audience). Well . . . I see that
J arnes Henry Trotter and his companions are crouched close to·/
gether to keep warm.fi,ittle jo they know what still lies ahead. ·
Olrdear it scares even me/Well . . . anyway, to get on with
the sto~ . . . there is not a sound anywhere. Listen how quiet
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it isfthe Giant Peach is swaying gently from side to side, quiet·
ly, softly . . . not at all like airplanes that roar through the
sky, driving whatever might be lurking secretly up there in the
great cloud-mountains back into the cover of the clouds. That
is why people who travel in airplanes never see anything . . .
But the.Peach . . . ah, yes . . . the Peach makes no noise at all
as it floats along./ Wait . . . Sssshh . . . B'e quiet. There!
Over .there! Do you see them? I think our travelers are about
to, any second . . . (He turns to watch the action as ALL unfreeze,)
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. James, look! What are those
things?
LADYBUG. Oooooooooooooh! I don't like this at all!
JAMES. Ssshh! Don't let them hear you! They must be .
Cloud-Men!
ALL (except JAMES). CToud·Men! Oh.dear,.oh dear!
EARTHWORM. I'm glad l'm·bllnd. and can't see them or I would
probably scream.
SPIDER. I hope they don't turn around and see us.
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. But what are they doing?
JAMES. It seems as if they are reaching out and grabbing handfuls of cloud, rolling them in their fingers,. and turning them in·
to large white marbles. There's a huge pile of marbles.
CENTIPEDE. They must be absolutely mad! There's nothing to
be afraid of here!
JAMES.. Listen! They're singing something! And .they're shovel·
ing the marble-like things over the side of the cloud into space.
CLOUD-MEN.
DOWN THEY GO! ·
HAIL AND SNOW!
FREEZES AND SNEEZES AND NOSES WILL BLOW!
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JAMES. It's hailstones! They've been making hailstones and
now they are showering them down onto the people in the
world below! They're probably practicing for the winter.
CENTIPEDE. That's ridiculous! This Is summertime. You
don't have hailstones in summertime. (He shouts.) I don't be- ·
lieve It!
ALL (except CENTIPEDE). Ssshh!
JAMES. For heaven's sake, Centipede, don't make so much
noise.
CENTIPEDE (roaring with laughter). Those imbeciles couldn't
hear anything! They're deaf as doorknobs! You watch! (He
yells as loud as he can.) Idiots! Nincompoops! Half-wits!
Blunderheads! What are you doing over there, dummies! (The
CLOUD-MEN jump around in anger, but do nothing.)
EARTHWORM. Now you've done it, you loathsome pest!
CENTIPEDE (shouting). I'm not frightened of them! (He
dances around and makes insulting signs at the CLOUD-MEN.)
JAMES. Look out! Quick! Lie down flat on the deck! They're
throwing hailstones at us! (The angry CLOUD-MEN make
noises and throw hailstones.)
CENTIPEDE. Ow! Ow! Stop! Stop! Stop!
JAMES. Quickly! Down the tunnel or we'll all be wiped out!
(ALL rush for the front of the stage and go down onto the
auditorium floor as if safely inside the Peach. The curtain
closes· behind them.)
CENTIPEDE. I'm a wreck! I am wounded all over!
EARTHWORM. It serves you right!
JAMES. Listen! I do believe they're not hitting us anymore!
OLD.GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. We've left them behind!
LADYBUG. The seagulls must have pulled us away out of danger!
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SPIDER. Hooray! Let's go up and see! (JAMES goes up first
and looks around.)
JAMES. It's all clear! I can't see them anywhere!

SCENE SEVEN
ALL follow JAMES back up onto the Peach.
LADYBUG. How fast we are going all of a sudden! I wonder
why?
JAMES. I don't think the seagulls like this place any better than
we do. I imagine they want to get out of it as soon as they can.
They got a bad fright out of the hailstone-throwing experience
we just had. (ALL freeze.)
NARRATOR (turning to the audience). Yes, faster and faster fly
the seagulls, skimming across the sky at a tremendous pace,
with the Peach trailing out behind t!J,em:,1/Cloud after cloud
goes by on either side, all of them ghostly white. in the moon·
light, and several more times during the night the travelers catch
glimpses of Cloud-Men moving around on the tops of these
clouds working their sinister magic upon the world below,/
They even pass a snow machine in operation, with the CloudMen turning the handle and a blizzard of snowflakes blowing
out of the gre}'t funnel above/They see huge drums being used
for thunder. /They see frost i~ctorles and wind producers, and,
deep in the hollow of a large billowy cloud, something that can.
only be a Cloud-Men's city./'.Just before dawn, they hear a soft
whooshing noise above their heads and they glance up to see an
immense grey bat-like creature swooping down towards them
out of the dark. It circles round and round the Peach, flapping
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. its great wings slowly in the moonlight and ·staring at the travelers. Then it utters a series of long, high cries and flies off again
into the night/How terrifying! ,;fhey all sit motionless. Fearfully, they sit In silence, waiting for the sun, and watching it as
it comes up slowly over the rim of the horizon for a new day.
(He turns to watch the action as a mixture of footlights and
overhead lights create the "brand-new day" feeling. ALL unfreeze and get slowly to their feet to stretch.)
CENTIPEDE. Look! There's land below!
ALL (except EARTHWORM). He's right! Hooray! Hooray!
GLOWWORM. It looks like streets and houses.
SPIDER. But how enormous it all is!
LADYBUG. But what tremendous tall buildings! I've never
seen anything like them before in England.
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. Thl.s couldn't possibly be Eng-
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land.
SPIDER. Then where is it?
JAMES. You know what those buildings are? (He jumps up and
down with excitement.) Those are skyscrapers! This must be
America! And that, my friends, means that we have crossed the
Atlantic Ocean overnight!
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. You don't mean it!
CENTIPEDE. It's incredible! It's unbelievable!
EARTHWORM. It's not possible!
CENTIPEDE. Oh, I've always dreamed of going to America! I
had a friend once who EARTHWORM. Be quiet! Who cares about your friend? The
thing we got to think about now is· how on earth are we go·
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ing to get down to earth?
LADYBUG. AskJames!
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JAMES. I don't think that should be so very difficult. All we'll
have to do is cut loose a few seagulls. Not too many, mind you,
but just enough so that the others can't quite keep us up in the
air. Then down we shall go, slowly and gently, until we reach
the ground. Centipede will bite through the strings for us one
at a time.
CENTIPEDE. My goodness, I've forgotten to polish my boots!
Everyone must help me to polish my boots ·before we arrive!
EARTHWORM. Oh, for heaven's sake! Can't you ever stop
thinking about - (There is a sudden whoosh!)
SPIDER. What is that?
JAMES. It looks like a plane.. It·came shooting out of that cloud
over there. Wait! Oh, no! It's unbelievable! It ... it . . . it
sliced right through every single one of the silken strings as it
went by!
EARTHWORM. We're falling!
CENTIPEDE. Help!
SPIDER. Save us!
LADYBUG. We are lost!
OLD-GREEN-GRASSHOPPER. This is the end!
EARTHWORM. James! Do something, James!° You've always
had the answer before! Quickly, do something!
JAMES. I wish I had the answer. I can't help! I'm sorry! Shut
your eyes, everybody! It won't be long now!· (The spotlight
goes off. The curtain closes. There is a loud thumping noise,
then silence.)

